Round Tuffet Class
Class Dates: Saturday-s, 12 and TBA September, 2017; 10AM-3PM
By Swan Amity Studios
Cost: $125 (reduced from $150)

The tuffet class requires at least a 4 hour space of time to teach the method for making the top (most students finish 1/4 to 1/2 of their top in class) and a follow up day to assemble the tuffet (Clayton and Swan do most of the work to put it together for you). Dates 12 Sept, 10AM-3PM and TBA September by appointment 10AM, 11AM, noon, …. (I will space each attendees start time on Day 2 so we are not all waiting for our assembly time.)

The cost of the class is $125 per person (this covers the cost of the teaching, the pattern, the foam, base, finished feet in two color options (light or dark), over-sized button, and our help to assemble it for you).

Minimum class size six (only six patterns/kits left)

All tuffets have a finish size of 18" wide x 8" of foam with 4 1/2" feet for a total of ~13" tall when the base is included.

The tuffet stools are perfect to be used as foot stools, small seats, and great for children. For other ideas check out: http://tuffetsource.com/shop/